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To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep
abreast of changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and
risks associated with relevant technology, engage in continuing study and
education, and comply with all continuing legal education requirements to
which the lawyer is subject.
– Comment [8] to K.R.P.C. 1.1 Competence, effective March 1, 2014 (emphasis
added).
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We’ve all seen the headlines: Lawyers are “light years behind” the technology curve;1
“dinosaur” lawyers need to “up their tech game”;2 opting out of technology is “no
longer an option” for lawyers;3 “lawyers can’t be luddites anymore.”4 As the above
comment suggests, even the Kansas Rules for Professional Conduct are telling us
that the future is yesterday, and it is time for lawyers to catch up. For firm managers,
this duty includes understanding digital data management and cloud security—
subjects that are constantly evolving and strike fear in the trial litigator’s heart.
Fortunately, there are plenty of experts and articles available to guide practitioners in
this arena.5 This article will focus instead on the uses of technology directly related
to trial practice. For instance, in what ways are we allowed—or perhaps required—
to use social media to aid our pretrial investigations of jurors and witnesses? And
what technologies might we be allowed or required to use in the courtroom? The
following sections will address the benefits and risks associated with litigationrelated technology.
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Why can’t we be friends? Using social media to
investigate jurors and witnesses
Some ethics experts have warned that “lawyers who elect not
to participate in social media may be in for a rude awakening.”6
According to these experts, “the understanding and use of
social media is becoming a requisite component of competent
legal practice and . . . the failure to consider social media in
a case may subject a lawyer to a disciplinary proceeding or
a malpractice claim.”7 Social media has become so central to
lawyering that the New York State Bar Association has issued
detailed social media ethics guidelines for everything from
advertising to client communications to investigating jurors
and witnesses to communicating with judges.8 The New York
Guidelines—updated in June of 2015—are a great place to
start for the lawyer wondering about the benefits and risks of
lawyering through social media.
Investigating jurors
It does not appear that the Kansas appellate courts have considered
whether and to what extent Kansas lawyers may use the Internet
to investigate prospective or sitting jurors. Under the New York
Guidelines and other persuasive authorities, “[a] lawyer may
research a prospective or sitting juror’s public social media profile
and posts.”9 At least one appellate court has gone further and
held that in some circumstances a lawyer must conduct at least
a modicum of online juror research. In Johnson v. McCullough,
the Missouri Supreme Court held that a lawyer who wishes to
challenge a juror based on the juror’s litigation history “must use
reasonable efforts to examine the litigation history on Case.net of
those jurors selected but not empanelled and present to the trial
court any relevant information prior to trial.”10
The benefits of investigating jurors online—especially through
their social media postings—are many. Online posts by or
about jurors may expose biases and help counsel develop both
for-cause and peremptory challenges; a juror’s social media
communications may expose juror misconduct; and learning
about jurors’ online likes and dislikes may help counsel bond
with jurors.11
That said, there are both practical and ethical risks to using social
media to investigate jurors. As a practical matter, we should
always proceed with caution online, recognizing the difficulty
of authenticating user identity and other information on the
Internet.12 Additionally, online personas can be misleading, and
no Internet investigation can wholly substitute for questioning
a prospective juror face-to-face during voir dire.13
As for ethical considerations, Kansas lawyers and their agents
are bound to avoid inappropriate communications with jurors,14
not to make material false statements to third parties,15 and
not to engage in conduct involving dishonesty.16 These rules
can be implicated during even innocent-seeming online juror

investigations. Consequently, a conservative approach to
research of potential or sitting jurors on the Internet by counsel
or counsel’s agents would adhere to the following three rules:
First, to avoid improper juror communications, neither we nor
our agents should directly “friend,” “subscribe to,” “connect
with,” or “follow” a juror’s social media account.17 Second, in
keeping with our duties of honesty and truthfulness to third
parties, neither we nor our agents should pose as someone else
or otherwise use subterfuge to gain access to a juror’s social
media account.18 Finally, to avoid even the appearance of an
improper communication, neither we nor our agents should
look at a juror’s profile on a website that will alert the juror
to our presence in such a way that we can be identified by the
juror.19 Adhering to this third rule requires knowledge of how
particular social media websites work, and when a viewer’s
mere presence (and identity) will be revealed to the user.20

Making use of technology in the courtroom
is no longer optional. Jurors expect lawyers
to be proficient in technology, and its use in
the courtroom has been shown to effectively
aid juror comprehension and reduce the
dead time that results from lawyers shuffling
through paper exhibits at trial.

Investigating witnesses
As with using social media to investigate jurors, some courts
and commentators have warned that a lawyer’s failure to make
use of social media to investigate witnesses may implicate the
rules of competence and diligence.21 The ethical risks of such
investigations are similar to the risks involved with investigating
jurors. While counsel is not prohibited from communicating
with witnesses (unless the witness is represented22), the above
rules for observing honesty and truthfulness to third parties
apply equally when conducting social media investigations of
witnesses.23
The tech-effective courtroom lawyer
Making use of technology in the courtroom is no longer
optional. Jurors expect lawyers to be proficient in technology,
and its use in the courtroom has been shown to effectively
aid juror comprehension and reduce the dead time that results
from lawyers shuffling through paper exhibits at trial.24 We
all have different learning styles—from visual to auditory to
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kinesthetic—and technology that combines words with images,
diagrams, and charts can help counsel reach every juror in
the box.25
Trial by PowerPoint
Remember the days of flip charts and transparencies? These days,
PowerPoint, Sanction, and TrialDirector are among the digital
methods of choice for presenting exhibits and demonstrative
evidence to jurors. Holography and immersive virtual reality
may yet have their day in court. But while the methods change,
the rules do not. Whether presenting a case through paper, bytes,
or beams of light, counsel must make all required disclosures
before trial, follow the rules of evidence,26 and preserve and file
the evidence in some reviewable form for appeal.27
The urge to get creative with PowerPoint slides—especially for
closing argument—can sometimes lead to trouble. The Kansas
Supreme Court is among several courts that have cautioned
prosecutors against including impermissible commentary on
closing argument slides.28 Such slides should not alter admitted
evidence or superimpose derogatory comments or counsel’s
personal opinions about a party, a witness, or the case.29 As
the Washington Supreme Court has observed, “in order to help
the jury more easily understand other evidence, modern visual
aids can and should be utilized. A trial judge must, however, be
careful to avoid letting the visual aids be used more for their
shock value than to educate.”30
Testimony by Skype
While witness testimony must ordinarily be taken in open
court, Kansas law provides that “[f]or good cause in compelling
circumstances and with appropriate safeguards, the court may
permit testimony in open court by contemporaneous transmission
from a different location.”31 Witness testimony by Internet-based
videoconferencing is a handy solution for a material witness who,
for reasons of poor health or other compelling circumstances,
cannot travel to trial.32 Most courtrooms are now equipped with
Wi-Fi, and well-established systems such as Skype, Zoom, and
WebEx are readily available and reliable.33
Granted, it may be debatable whether “jurors can spot someone
on a screen trying to pull one over on them,”34 or whether, instead,
“distance beclouds guile,” because “[t]he more shielded a person
is from the questioner and judge, the less emotion plays a role
in the person’s behavior.”35 But sometimes a remote witness is
better than no witness, with one important caveat: Testimony
by videoconference, when used by the State over a criminal
defendant’s objection, may violate the defendant’s constitutional
right to confrontation.36 As one court has stated it, “[t]he simple
truth is that confrontation through a video monitor is not the
same as physical face-to-face confrontation.”37
In a court that has not previously used Internet-based
videoconferencing, counsel should move for leave to present
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the remote testimony sufficiently early in the case to allow the
court to resolve the motion and counsel to iron out any logistical
kinks with the witness and courtroom personnel well before trial.
Doing a mock remote run with the witness—whether from the
courtroom or from the law office—is also good practice, as is
having a plan in place for presenting the witness with exhibits
and demonstrative aids at trial.
Tablets at the podium
Tablets with touchscreens are a tidy alternative to the paperpacked three-ring binder at the podium. Whether for jury
selection, opening statements, witness examinations, closing
arguments, or oral arguments at motions hearings or on appeal, a
tablet can put the entire casefile literally at counsel’s fingertips.
Tablets are preferable even to laptops, which require a steady
hand at the mouse or trackpad (a difficult prospect in the heat of
trial or argument), and create a physical barrier with their opened
lids. These days it is easy to find trial-specific apps and other
programs such as OneNote and Evernote that will run on a tablet
and can be used for just about any purpose imaginable in the
courtroom.
The risks of using a tablet in court are both predictable and
avoidable. As with any technology, it is wise to check with
the court ahead of time to make sure that your technology is
welcome, and to find out whether your judge has any special
technology rules. Practicing using your tablet during mock
examinations and arguments is crucial to ensuring a smooth
presentation in court. A visit to the courtroom with your device
ahead of time will tell you whether your power cord is long
enough to reach a power source, whether the overhead lighting
is going to create a glare on your screen, and whether the podium
height is such that you are going to struggle to read your screen.
A back-up plan might consist of a second device, a paper copy of
your examinations and arguments, or both. Lastly, day-of-court
considerations include making sure that your device is passwordsecured and well-charged, that your sound is turned off, and that
your screensavers are not distracting or inappropriate.
One final note about tablets and similar devices in court: Once
a case is loaded and cross-linked and digitally ready to go, the
ease of touch-screen access to the information makes it tempting
to cede all authority to the machine. But we must keep our heads
up in court, and be wary of allowing our technology to substitute
for our own well-developed knowledge of our cases.
Conclusion
We trial lawyers may indeed be slouching, surely and steadily, if
slowly, towards technology. As long as we embrace technology
as simply another litigation tool—subject to the same ethical and
evidentiary rules with which we are already familiar—we cannot
go wrong in assessing its benefits and risks, and using it to better
represent our clients.
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